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Abstract:

Cancer evolution involves cycles of genomic dama
proliferation that eventually culminate in the carcinoproliferation that eventually culminate in the carcino
found concurrently with carcinomas and are histolo
are less advanced in phenotype and are thought to
in cancer evolution we performed comparative who
matched normal tissue, and carcinomas from six pa
markers we built trees that relate the tissue sample
trees we inferred the order, timing, and rates of gen
neoplasia and the carcinoma share a hypermutatedneoplasia and the carcinoma share a hypermutated
in all six cases evolution accelerated in the carcino
stable and consistent across cases, suggesting tha
division. In contrast to highly advanced tumors that

i ith th l l isequencing, neither the early neoplasia genomes n
functional somatic point mutations. Aneuploidies th
tumor cells are the earliest events that affect a larg
tissue to eventual development of invasive carcin
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